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provides cast members our Editorial team’s personal
insights into Walt Disney World events, attractions
and offerings.

The page
turners of

‘La Nouba’
BY ELLENA BALKCOM
For
nearly 13
years, guests
have ventured
to Downtown
Disney West Side
and taken in more
than 5,000 performances
of “La Nouba” by Cirque du
Soleil. Finding words to describe the
sensory overload I experienced when I
recently saw the show seemed as
impossible as some of the high-flying
feats and physical contortions that were
presented during the 90-minute show.
As I watched the performance of art
in motion that lived up to its name (La
Nouba comes from the French phrase
“faire la nouba,” which means “to live it
up”), my eyes found unexpected places
to rest, and my interest was piqued by a
few characters in the 67-member
ensemble who seemed to turn the pages
of this unfolding story of when the
worlds of the cirques (circus people) and
the urbanites collide and the magic of the
transformation that ensues.
In the midst of this extravaganza of
artistic expression, a beautiful countertenor voice erupted to command my
attention. I had to look high to find a
white-faced, feather-clad opera singer
who caused a momentary shift in the “La
Nouba” action. Other character
performers who drew my attention were
the “cleaning lady,” who opened and
closed the show, and the “little walker,”
who made his presence known with his
distinct shuffle.
What amazed me about the
choreography of the show, which has

been at the Walt Disney World Resort
since 1998, were the moments of intended
stillness in the background in stark
contrast to the more frantic pace on stage.
Even parts meant to fade into the
background were important to the magic
of the show.
The same principle applied to the
character performers. Even those who
didn’t perform grand feats were pivotal
and described as “the page turners” of the
“La Nouba” storyline by Artistic Director

A quick chat with Cheryl “the cleaning
lady” Sanders revealed conservatory
training in musical theater and dancing.
Having formerly acted the part of Tracy in
the off-Broadway musical “Hairspray,”
Sanders described her role as the cleaning
lady as the character who opens the door
and lets the audience into the world of
“La Nouba.”
Finally, the little walker shuffles
through to remind us that to enjoy a good
story, someone has to turn the pages.

Daniel Ross.

For a limited time, cast members can

A chat with opera singer, classical
pianist and former Broadway performer
Ralph Daniel Rawe revealed the hourlong process of getting into makeup and
costume and the amount of training these
performers bring to the show.

receive 50 percent off admission to “La

In 2003, when Rawe auditioned, he
had never even heard of Cirque du
Soleil. His training for “La Nouba”
included spending nearly four weeks in
Montreal, Canada, with singing and
movement coaches, a performance
psychologist and makeup designer.
According to Rawe, his vocals offer
a vessel for the audience’s emotion.
I couldn’t agree more.

Nouba” by Cirque du Soleil. This castexclusive offer is available for Tuesday-Friday
performances May 31-June 30. Category 2
tickets can be purchased at the Cirque du
Soleil box office with a valid company ID.

